HARRIS CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

As the 10th largest producer of integrated circuits in the U.S., we're growing faster than the industry.

We're the 6th largest producer of high-technology telecommunications equipment in the nation.

We're 1st in U.S. production of AM/FM radio broadcast equipment and a close 2nd in TV broadcast equipment.

We're a leading producer of satellite communications earth stations for the U.S. Government.

We invented newspaper electronic editing and will soon introduce our first integrated office system.

We're the largest manufacturer of printing equipment in the nation.

We're Florida's largest industrial employer, and the largest electronics company headquartered in the Southeast.

We've mapped the frontiers of the future in communication and information processing. Our revenues from state-of-the-art products used in voice and video communication, data processing, data communication and graphic communication exceed $1.3 billion. Our bold venture into new technologies has paid off in an annual growth rate of 19%. Our locations span the country and the world. Our headquarters and some divisions are in Melbourne, Florida.

You may be doing things never done before. You'll be working with outstanding professionals in your field. The track to high level responsibility is fast. Explore the opportunities Harris has for you.

Monday, February 8th

Make arrangements now at the Placement Office

The Great Adventure at Harris

HARRIS

If you are unable to meet with us, write:
Manager, Corporate Staffing
HARRIS CORPORATION
Melbourne, Florida 32919
We Are An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F